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Programming structures to realize any prescribed mechanical re-
sponse under large deformation is highly desired for various func-
tionalities, such as actuation and energy trapping. Yet, the use
of a single material phase and heuristically developed structural
patterns leads to restricted design space and potential failure to
achieve specific target behaviors. Here, through a free-form inverse
design approach, multiple hyperelastic materials with distinct prop-
erties are optimally synthesized into composite structures to pre-
cisely achieve arbitrary and extreme prescribed responses under
large deformations. The digitally synthesized structures exhibit or-
ganic shapes and motions with irregular distributions of material
phases. Within the structures, different materials play distinct roles
yet seamlessly collaborate through sophisticated deformation mech-
anisms to produce the target behaviors, some of which are unachiev-
able by a single material. While complex in geometry and mate-
rial heterogeneity, the discovered structures are effectively manufac-
tured via multimaterial fabrication with different Polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) elastomers with distinct behaviors, and their highly non-
linear responses are physically and accurately realized in experi-
ments. To enhance programmability, the synthesized structures are
hetero-assembled into architectures that exhibit highly complex yet
navigable responses. The proposed synthesis, multimaterial fabrica-
tion, and hetero-assembly strategy can be utilized to design function-
oriented and situation-specific mechanical devices for a wide range
of applications.
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P rogramming structures to realize arbitrary mechanical re-1

sponse is invaluable for applications such as soft robotics2
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engineered designs, structures in nature exhibit complex and ir- 20

regular geometry and are comprised of multiple materials with 21

dissimilar properties optimally collaborating to produce differ- 22

ent biological functions (29). Hence, an optimization-guided 23

free-form synthesis procedure with multiple distinct materials 24

can significantly enlarge the design space exploration, which 25

in turn yields a powerful strategy to program metastructures’ 26

response. However, such advantage has not yet been exploited 27

partly due to a lack of intelligent synthesis approach capable 28

of integrating different materials with free-form geometry to 29

accomplish advanced nonlinear functionality. 30

Through an algorithmic procedure, this study harnesses 31

multiple nonlinear materials and free-form geometry to op- 32

timally synthesize composite metastructures that precisely 33

achieve arbitrary and complex prescribed responses. This 34

algorithm-based design process is hereby referred to as “digital 35

synthesis”. The synthesis encodes the intelligence of material 36

phase selection, distribution, and geometric variation through 37

a computational morphogenesis technique known as topol- 38

ogy optimization (30). Within a spatial domain, topology 39

optimization adds, removes, or alters material to minimize a 40

user-defined objective function. In this study, the objective 41
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(1–3), energy absorbers (4–8), and flexible electronics (9–12). 
Advanced functionalities are achieved based on various me-
chanical responses (force-displacement or stress-strain rela-
tions) with distinct function-oriented features. Considerable 
advances in response programming have been made through 
varying structural geometry (i.e., feature sizes, cellular pat-
terns, hole shapes, structural topology, deformation states)
(2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13–22), assembly sequence (5, 7, 23–25), and 
external confinement (26), which produce responses includ-
ing stiffening, softening, multistable, buckling, and auxetic 
behaviors. Most of the established metamaterials are based 
on heuristically developed patterns or usage of a single con-
stituent material. However, some highly complex yet desirable 
responses cannot be precisely attained solely through the ad-
justment of heuristic patterns or using a single material (27), as 
they could leave out a plethora of uncharted patterns that can 
potentially outperform traditional designs (28). In contrast to
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Fig. 1. Digital synthesis and hybrid fabrication of multi-
material structures using two PDMS elastomers with dis-
tinct properties that seamlessly collaborate to achieve pre-
scribed target response. (A) Illustration of the multimate-
rial digital synthesis procedure to achieve target response.
The stress-stretch curves of the two materials are fitted
based on uniaxial test data. (B) The proposed two-level
molding and casting hybrid fabrication process. (C) Se-
lected fabricated multimaterial specimens. (Scale bars: 20
mm.)
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Results and Discussions 78

The digital synthesis procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1A. Given 79

a design domain in space, a user-prescribed force-displacement 80

relation, and two different materials, topology optimization 81

concurrently optimizes the shape, material phase, and mate- 82

rial distribution to form composite structures that accurately 83

achieve the target. (Refer to Supporting Information Note 84

S1 for more details). The digitally synthesized multimaterial 85

structures are fabricated using two different PDMS elastomers 86

(10:1 and 20:1 agent-base ratios, hereafter denoted as PDMS 87

1 and PDMS 2, respectively. See Supporting Information 88

Note S2 for fabrication details of the specimens.) through a 89

proposed multimaterial two-level molding and casting process 90

shown in Fig. 1B (See Supporting Information Note S3 & 91

S4 for details). Selected fabricated specimens are shown in 92

Fig. 1C. As shown in the stress-stretch plots of Fig. 1A, the 93

behaviors of the two PDMS are vastly different in stress mag- 94

nitudes, nonlinear stiffness, maximum deformation, and the 95

overall shape of the stress-stretch curve. As revealed in later 96

sections, this big difference is vital to the precise realization of 97

certain responses in which the two materials play distinct roles 98

yet collaborate seamlessly through sophisticated deformation 99

mechanisms. 100

Swift stiffening produced by frog-like geometry. We first 101

study a family of swift-stiffening responses shown in Fig. 2B. 102

Through the digital synthesis, we obtain the irregular yet vi- 103

sually organic, frog-like structure (Dsg. I) as shown in Fig. 104

2A. The undeformed configuration is similar to a sitting frog 105

with two curved legs. When loaded upward, the deformed 106

configuration resembles a jumping frog with two straight legs. 107

As shown in Fig. 2B, the frog-like shape and deformation 108

produce a response that accurately achieves the prescribed 109

stiffening behavior in both experiment and simulation. (See 110

Supporting Information Movie S1 for the digital synthesis and 111

experimental validation of the frog-like structures.) 112

The creation of the frog-like geometry and resulting “jump- 113

function is the error between actual and prescribed target 
responses. (For more details about the algorithmic procedure, 
refer to Supporting Information Note S1.) The synthesized 
metastructures exhibit organic geometries and motions with 
irregular distribution of different material phases. Within the 
structure, different materials play distinct roles yet seamlessly 
collaborate through sophisticated deformation mechanisms 
(e.g., mechanical instability, large rotation, material hetero-
geneity, and material nonlinearity) to attain various families 
of unique target responses, including swift stiffening, large-
deformation buckling, multistability, and long force plateaus.

Fabrication of the digitally synthesized structures is chal-
lenging owing to the complex geometry, multiple material 
phases, and large deformation requirement; the latter often 
requires the use of elastomers, which have been widely adopted 
to fabricate metamaterials (13, 14, 16, 26, 31). Most studies 
use a single material or relatively structured patterns while 
others require state-of-the-art 3D/4D printing technologies. 
Here, we use two PDMS elastomers with vastly different be-
haviors and a proposed inexpensive manufacturing method 
to accurately fabricate the digitally synthesized multimaterial 
structures. The fabricated specimens are tested, and their 
behaviors exhibit high agreement with the target responses. 
Various families of extreme and highly nonlinear behaviors are 
physically and precisely realized by the fabricated digitally-
synthesized multimaterial structures with optimal geometry.

To extend the dimension of programmability, the created 
structures are used as building blocks and assembled into 
heterogeneous material architectures that exhibit highly com-
plex yet navigable responses. Different from many assembled 
metamaterials, which use the same or similar building blocks 
(5, 7, 24, 25, 32), the constructed architecture herein are com-
posed of diverse synthesized structures with distinct geometries 
and behaviors. Such hetero-assembly effectively enlarges the 
design space and enables the realization of many extreme 
responses that would otherwise be unattainable.
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I I Fig. 2. Synthesized structures with frog shapes pro-
grammed with swift stiffening responses. (A) A multimate-
rial frog-like structure: deformed and undeformed configu-
rations, resembling resting and jumping states of a frog. (b)
Synthesized frog-like structures programmed with various
target stiffness and comparison of target, experimental,
and simulation responses. (Scale bars: 40 mm.)

ing” deformation is intimately related to the prescribed re-114

quirement of rapid stiffening. During the first phase of loading115

(the low-stiffness phase of the target response), the two “legs”116

attached to the bottom are curved; hence, they deform in117

a flexure-dominated mode that yields low stiffness. In the118

second phase featuring the high stiffness, the curved “legs”119

straighten and switch from the flexure-dominated mode to120

a stretch-dominated mode; this yields the acute increase in121

stiffness. We remark that the small red region (made of PDMS122

2) has a strong impact on the actual response and fitting ac-123

curacy of Dsg. I. (See Supporting Information Note S5 A for124

detailed analysis.)125

Increase in the stiffness of the second-phase target response126

effectively boosts the structural volume and member sizes.127

This is demonstrated in the three structures (Dsgs. I - III)128

in Fig. 2B, where stiffer target responses lead to higher total129

volume, thicker “legs”, and larger “bodies”, developing more130

powerful “jumps”. As shown in Fig. 2B, the three experimental131

responses precisely match the corresponding targets. Notably,132

unlike the first structure, the two stiffer structures are assigned133

with PDMS 1 only. This is because PDMS 1 is more efficient134

in realizing stiffer responses than the softer PDMS 2.135

Diverse buckling responses through isovolumetric shape136

variation. Next, we aim to create a family of buckling-137

dominated structures with force-displacement relations pre-138

cisely programmed over the entire loading history. The target139

responses are characterized by five linear-sinusoidal curves (Fig.140

3A) with diverse overall stiffness and force magnitudes. The141

curves are defined by F (D) = αD +β sin( 2π
Dmax

D) with varied142

coefficients α and β. Note that the two bottom curves pass143

through the zero-force axis, indicating multistability. While144

nonlinear elastic buckling has been extensively studied, how145

to accurately achieve prescribed behaviors (e.g., force, stiff-146

ness, and dissipated/stored energy) over the complete loading147

history remains challenging. Such high-precision control of148

buckling is highly desired in applications such as recoverable149

energy dissipation (7), energy trapping (8), and actuation (2).150

The digital synthesis yields the five optimized structures151

(Dsgs. IV - VIII) in Fig. 3A along with their experimental152

and simulated responses. All designs feature a relatively bulky153

“body” in the center with one arm connected to each side.154

Each side-arm then branches into two members, which are155

attached to the support. These geometric features induce156

buckling of the two arms and large rotation concentrated157

at the thin joints of the arms, which in turn produce the158

sinusoidal behaviors. Based on whether the force-displacement159

curves pass through the zero-force axis, the five structures 160

can be categorized into two distinct mechanical behaviors, i.e., 161

self-recoverable and self-locking; the latter remains at their 162

second stable configuration (Fig.3A) when force is removed. 163

For Dsgs. V - VIII (excluding Dsg. IV), the two end 164

arm branches grow toward the center, and the middle bulk 165

member, as well as the joints, decrease in size. These geometric 166

variations cause a gradual decrease in the overall stiffness 167

and force. While irregular in geometry, all structures are 168

synthesized with PDMS 1 only, although both PDMS are 169

considered as candidate materials in the design process. The 170

preference of PDMS 1 over PDMS 2 in this set of results is 171

related to the high stiffness and force variation required by the 172

particular target responses. Given the small material usage 173

constraint (15% of the domain volume) and the dominant 174

role of kinematics and buckling, the stiffer PDMS 1 is more 175

efficient than PDMS 2 in realizing the large stiffness and force 176

variations in this series of target shapes Interestingly, although 177

the stiffness and force of the five structures are drastically 178

different, the volume and overall topology are identical. This 179

demonstrates that solely varying the perimeter of the structure 180

is sufficient to precisely achieve the diverse responses. This 181

unique feature is not seen in traditional beam-like buckling 182

structures where larger overall stiffness is realized through 183

thicker members and larger volumes. As shown in Fig. 3A, 184

despite minor deviations in the initial stage, the experimental 185

responses accurately achieve the targets and exhibit good 186

agreement with the simulated responses. (See Supporting 187

Information Movies S2 for comparison of the experimental and 188

simulated results for Dsg. VIII.) 189

The self-recoverable elastic buckling and self-locking multi- 190

stability can be used to dissipate and store energy. The amount 191

of dissipated energy is the area of the force-displacement loop 192

illustrated in the top left plot of Fig. 3B, and the amount of 193

stored energy at the second stable configuration is equal to 194

the subtraction of negative work from positive work as shown 195

in the bottom left plot of Fig. 3B. The (experimental) energy 196

profile of these five structures is shown on the right plot of 197

Fig. 3B. For dissipation, structures with lower overall stiffness 198

consume more energy as a result of the larger loop area; for 199

storage, the structure with higher stiffness (Dsg. VII) traps 200

more energy due to the smaller negative work. As energy 201

(dissipated and stored) is a derivation of force-displacement re- 202

sponses, it is also accurately programmable using the proposed 203

digital synthesis. 204

The distinct mechanical behaviors between self-recovering 205

and self-locking are caused by small yet critical geometric vari- 206
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VIII Fig. 3. Family of buckling-dominated structures synthe-
sized with five different linear-sinusoidal target responses.
(A) Five synthesized structures (specimens) with identi-
cal volumes and corresponding target, experimental, and
simulation responses. The five designs are categorized
into two distinct mechanical behaviors: self-recoverable
and self-locking. (B) Illustration of dissipated and stored
energy in self-recoverable and self-locking structures. Top
left: self-recoverable energy dissipation due to force snap-
through and snap-back; bottom left: self-lock energy stor-
age at the second stable configuration; right: experimen-
tal dissipated energy of Dsgs. IV - VI and experimental
stored energy of Dsgs. VII and VIII. (C) Comparison of
geometries of Dsgs. VI (self-recoverable) and VIII (self-
locking) shows subtle geometric difference. (D) Experi-
ments demonstrate the distinct behaviors of the synthe-
sized self-recoverable Dsg. VI and self-locking Dsg. VIII,
respectively. (Scale bars: 40 mm.)

ations. As shown in Fig. 3C, the shapes of Dsgs. VI and VIII207

differ slightly in the size of the center body, arms, joints, and208

arm branches, yet, this subtle geometric difference severely209

alters the mechanical responses (from self-recovering to self-210

locking). This is further demonstrated in the experiment in211

Fig. 3D, where the two structures are both manually loaded212

to a deformed state then released. When released, Dsg. VI213

snaps back and (elastically) recovers its initial configuration214

as indicated by the white dashed line. By contrast, Dsg. VIII215

locks itself at the second stable configuration. (See Support-216

ing Information Movie S3 for the complete recording of this217

experiment.)218

Tunable long plateau behaviors by elastic stiffness phase219

transition. We now focus on realizing long force plateau behav-220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

the two side arms are compressed, and the bottom member 243

is stretched, collectively yielding the initial linear and stiff 244

response. As shown in Fig. 4B Stages a. and b., the structure 245

before yielding has straight and compressed arms with the 246

axial compression force transmitting from the side supports 247

through a straight load path. At this stage, both the arms 248

and bar provide positive stiffness as indicated by the “++” 249

signs in Fig. 4B Stage b. When 10.0 mm displacement is 250

approached, the two compressed arms buckled, causing an 251

abrupt decrease in stiffness and entry of the plateau phase as 252

indicated in Stage c. of Fig. 4B. The buckled and rotated 253

arms trigger a stiffness phase transition from positive-positive 254

(++) to positive-negative (+-). The almost-zero stiffness of 255

the plateau originates from the combined effect of the positive 256

stiffness from the uniaxially stretching bottom member and 257

the negative stiffness from the buckled arms, as indicated in 258

Stage c. of Fig. 4 B. Note that these two types of stiffness 259

have different natures; the positive stiffness of the uniaxially 260

stretching PDMS 2 member is from the nonlinear material 261

property, whereas the negative stiffness from the buckling 262

and rotation is governed by kinematics and geometry. (See 263

Supporting Information Movie S4 for the entire deformation 264

process and a comparison of the simulation and experimental 265

results for Dsg. IX). Thus, the two PDMS materials play dis- 266

tinct roles, and the optimal integration of the two mechanisms 267

leads to the stiffness phase change and yields the zero-stiffness 268

plateau. When loaded further, the positive-negative stiffness 269

phase remains (Stage d. of Fig. 4 B) and yields the complete 270

long plateau. As shown in Fig. 4B, despite the complex mech- 271

anism and irregular geometry, the prescribed plateau response 272

is accurately realized in the experiment. 273

By optimally varying the structural geometry, material 274

distribution, and member sizes, the plateau force magnitude 275

(“yield” strength) as well as the turning-point displacement 276

(“yield” deformation) can be effectively programmed, a key 277

difference from heuristically developed structures. This is 278

iors under large deformation (Fig. 4A displays the correspond-
ing collection of four synthesized structures), which is desired 
in applications such as vibration isolation. Specifically, we aim 
to achieve tunable long plateau behavior. As shown in Fig. 4B, 
it consists of a stiff and linear initial phase followed by the hor-
izontal plateau phase spanning a displacement range (20 mm) 
twice to that of the first phase (10 mm). The long plateau is 
similar to the “yielding” behavior in ductile metals. Realizing 
the long plateau with purely elastic materials are highly chal-
lenging as the underlying mechanism can be complex. While 
certain developed metamaterials can exhibit plateau behav-
iors (13, 14), how to systematically and accurately tune their 
response such as plateau force magnitude (“yield” strength) 
and turning-point displacement (“yield” strain) under large 
deformation remains unsolved.

The corresponding synthesized multimaterial structure 
(specimen) at various loading stages is shown in Fig. 4B, 
along with the structure’s target and programmed responses 
(experiment and simulation). The multimaterial structure 
features an upper part made of PDMS 1 with two arms at-
tached to the side supports and a lower slender bar made of 
PDMS 2 connecting to the bottom. When loaded upward,

4 Li et al.
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and corresponding experimental and simulated responses programmed with a
trilinear response with a final hardening phase; inset: undeformed configuration
(experiment) of Dsg. XII. (F) Fringe plot of maximum principal stretch of Dsg.
XII at the final deformed configuration. (Scale bars: 30 mm.)

demonstrated in the two synthesized structures in Fig. 4C and279

D, which are programmed with a higher plateau force and a280

larger turning point displacement, respectively. Compared to281

Dsg. IX, Dsg. X forms thicker arms and bottom bar but with a282

similar overall geometry. While effectively boosting the plateau283

force, these changes do not perturb the length of plateau,284

turning point displacement, and underlying stiffness phase285

transition. By contrast, to realize a larger “yield” deformation286

from Dsg. X, Dsg. XI fundamentally alters the topology and287

geometry as shown in Fig. 4D. Openings are generated in the288

middle of the structure and at the bottom, and branches appear289

near the end of the arms. Also, the size of the connection to290

the loading area significantly decreases compared to Dsg. X.291

While retaining the high plateau force, these features effectively292

reduce the stiffness for the linear phase, producing a larger293

“yield” deformation. We note that the tunable “yield” strength294

and deformation can also be realized in bilinear responses with295

even longer plateaus. See Supporting Information Note S6 for296

extended investigations.297

Despite the different responses, Dsgs. IX - XI have small298

PDMS 2 (and void, for Dsg. XI) regions with irregular shapes299

at the upper half of the structure surrounded by PDMS 1.300

These regions, although relatively small and soft, have a non-301

negligible impact on the actual force-displacement response.302

The removal or modification of these regions, in general, would303

deteriorate the fitting accuracy of the structural response (See304

Supporting Information Note S5 B for detailed investigations).305

The importance of these multimaterial geometric details also306

demonstrates the high programming accuracy of the digital307

synthesis approach.308

Beyond bilinear responses, a more complex trilinear re-309

sponse with a final hardening phase after the plateau can also 310

be accurately realized under the same loaded displacement. 311

This is demonstrated by the synthesized Dsg. XII in Fig. 4 312

E. The trilinear response is facilitated by two stiffness phase 313

transitions, from “++” to “+-”, then back to “++”, as indi- 314

cated in Fig. 4 E. The dual transition is produced by several 315

critical geometric features different from those in Dsgs. IV-VI, 316

where only a single transition takes place. First, the two arms 317

(excluding the branches) are connected to the body at a higher 318

location than Dsgs. IV-VI. Hence, at the final loading stage, 319

the arms rotate to a reversed direction and undergo axial 320

stretch, providing positive stiffness and enabling the second 321

stiffness phase transition, i.e., from “+-” to “++”. The large 322

rotation is demonstrated in the final deformed configuration 323

in Fig. 4 F, where the two arms rotate to a reversed 45 degree 324

with respect to the horizontal axis. By contrast, the two arms 325

in Dsgs. IV-VI only rotate to the horizontal direction (e.g., 326

Stage d. of Fig. 4 B) and remain in compression. Second, the 327

bottom PDMS 2 bar is significantly shorter than the other 328

structures, and therefore, the stretch and stress are much 329

higher under the same loaded displacement, which also boosts 330

the stiffness at the final hardening stage. The large axial 331

deformation is shown in the fringe plot of maximum principal 332

stretch (simulation) in Fig. 4 F where the stretch reaches 2.2. 333

Fig. 4 F also shows the large disparity of deformation magni- 334

tudes between the two materials. Despite the high stiffness at 335

the initial and final stages, the plateau behavior in the middle 336

phase is unperturbed. As shown in Fig. 4 E, the experimental 337

and simulated force-displacement curves accurately match the 338

prescribed response. We would like to emphasize that the 339

trilinear response could not be precisely achieved had only 340
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Fig. 5. Hetero-assembly of programmed structures into heterogeneous architectures with highly complex but navigable responses. (A) Illustration of library of unit structures
(programmed structures) and hetero-assembly. (B) Two families of responses from selected programmed structures. Top: the first family features various buckling responses;
bottom: the second features (bilinear and trilinear) long plateau responses. (C) Hetero-assembled architectures using corresponding unit structures in (B). Top: assembled
architecture of multibuckling response; bottom: assembled architecture of multiplateau response. (D) Analytical reduced-order nonlinear spring models of top: multibuckling
architecture; bottom: multiplateau architecture. (E) Highly complex yet programmable responses produced by the hetero-assembled architectures. Top: multibuckling response
with three stable configurations and six buckling stages; bottom: multiplateau response with three force stairs.

one material been used. The additional investigation into341

one-material structures is provided in Supporting Information342

Note S7.343

Multibuckling and multiplateau behaviors by hetero-assem-344

bled architecture. The various families of validated pro-345
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362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

be classified into three groups (Groups 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 5 B) 371

with three distinct overall force levels. Two unit designs in the 372

same group have mildly differentiated force magnitudes. Note 373

that both Dsgs. VII and VIII have two stable configurations. 374

The corresponding reduced-order spring system is shown in 375

the first plot of Fig. 5 D and produce a multistable and multi- 376

buckling response with six peaks (the first figure of Fig. 5 377

E, the force and displacement are normalized with respect to 378

the cross-sectional area and initial height of the architecture, 379

respectively, to obtain the equivalent axial stress and strain). 380

The complex behavior arises from the programmable buckling 381

sequence involving the six unit designs with differentiated 382

peak forces. When loaded, Dsgs. VIII and VII.A buckle first 383

because of their low peak forces (FVIII.max and FVII.Amax), 384

yielding the two multistable configurations (Configs. 2 and 385

3 in the first plot of Fig. 5 E). With continued loading, the 386

force steadily increases until the peak forces of Dsgs. V.A and 387

V.B (FV.Amax and FV.Bmax) are reached; hence, consecutive 388

buckling of those units occurs. When loaded further, the force 389

increases stably again before the highest peak forces (FIV.Amax 390

and FIV.Bmax) are reached; this induces consecutive buckling 391

of Dsgs. IV.A and IV.B. The sequential buckling of this het- 392

erogeneous architecture also exhibits a multilevel behavior in 393

that the six sawtooth responses constitute three stairs (corre- 394

sponding to the three groups) with different overall force levels. 395

This type of multibuckling response is desirable in recover- 396

able energy absorbers for impacts with wide-ranging intensity. 397

The multistability can be harnessed to realize morphing and 398

deployable structures (33–36). 399

Assembling the programmed structures with bilinear (Dsg. 400

X) and trilinear (Dsg. XII) responses (bottom plot of Fig. 5 B) 401

grammed structures constitute a library of diverse nonlin-
ear behaviors and can be used as building blocks to construct 
heterogeneous architectures (Fig. 5 A) that exhibit highly com-
plex but navigable responses for many advanced applications. 
To precisely control and efficiently guide the assembly process, 
we develop an analytical reduced-order nonlinear spring model 
(See Supporting Information Note S8). Each spring represents 
a programmed structure (building block) with two degrees 
of freedom (DOFs), i.e., the displacements at the two ends. 
The spring is characterized by a force-displacement response 
identical to the corresponding programmed structure. Based 
on the reduced-order model, the assembled architecture is 
converted to a network of nonlinear springs with a drastically 
reduced analytical cost.

By harnessing the differential peak forces in the various 
buckling-dominated structures (top plot of Fig. 5 B), we assem-
ble an architecture that exhibits a hierarchical multibuckling 
and multistable response with controllable peak forces. As 
shown in the first plot of Fig. 5 C, the architecture is as-
sembled by 6 × 6 programmed structures of Dsgs. IV, V, 
and VII with different thicknesses (labeled A and B), and 
Dsg. VIII. The Dsg. -IV.B, -IV.A, -V.B, -V.A, -VII.A, and 
-VIII thicknesses are 20.0, 19.0, 15.0, 14.0, 11.0, and 10.0 mm, 
respectively. The thickness variation is harnessed to tune the 
building block’s force magnitudes so that those responses can
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leads to multiplateau responses with designable long plateau402

forces. As shown in the second plot of Fig. 5 C and D, the403

architecture is composed of the bilinear Dsg. X.A and trilin-404

ear Dsgs. XII.B and XII.A, with thickness of 24.0, 20.0, and405

13.0 mm, respectively, and exhibits an extreme three-plateau406

response. This unique behavior is also due to the sequential407

hetero-assembly of the three unit designs with differentiated408

plateau forces and the third phase of the trilinear responses409

(i.e., hardening). When loaded under tension, all unit designs410

first exhibit their respective linear responses, which yields an411

initial linear metastructure behavior. As loading continues,412

the trilinear Dsg. XII.A reaches its plateau phase first because413

it has the lowest peak force among the three designs. At that414

stage, the total output force of the architecture remains almost415

constant even though the displacement continues to increase.416

The displacement is solely due to the continuing deformation417

of Dsg. XII.A, whereas the deformations of the other two units418

temporarily remain static. As loading progresses, the trilinear419

Dsg. XII.A reaches its final stiffening phase, and the total420

force of the architecture (along with the forces of the other two421

designs) begins to increase again; this yields the middle linear422

stiff phase of the multiplateau response. Under the same mech-423

anism, continued loading yields the sequential realizations of424

the second and third plateaus, which are controlled by the425

peak forces of Dsgs. XII.B and X.A, respectively. As a result,426

all three plateau forces are accurately tuned by adjusting the427

plateau force magnitudes of the three unit designs. Fig. 5428

E shows consistent computed responses by both full finite429

element analysis (FEA) and analytical reduced-order models.430

This multiplateau response is desirable for quantifiable, mul-431

tilevel force control for vibration isolation devices (25) (see432

Supporting Information Movie S5 for the entire deformation433

process and a comparison between the analytical model and434

FEA for the third multimaterial architecture).435

Concluding remarks. Multiple hyperelastic materials with dis-436

tinct behaviors are optimally synthesized through an algorith-437

mic procedure to physically and precisely realize a wide range438

of prescribed nonlinear mechanical responses. The synthesized439

multimaterial structures possess unconventional and organic440

geometry with biological features and irregular material distri-441

butions. Two materials in the synthesized structures seamlessly442

collaborate to comprehensively and intelligently exploit dis-443

parity of nonlinear material behaviors, change of deformation444

mode, buckling, large rotation, and stiffness phase transi-445

tion to accurately deliver the desired response. Further, the446

programmed structures are fabricated through multimaterial447

manufacturing and can be assembled into heterogeneous archi-448

tectures that exhibit highly complex but navigable behaviors.449

The proposed digital synthesis approach, validated compos-450

ite structures, multimaterial fabrication, and hetero-assembly451

expand the scope of what is achievable for programmable452

mechanical metastructures/metamaterials.453

Materials and Methods454

Details of the multimaterial topology optimization are provided455

in Supporting Information Note S1. Fabrication, characteriza-456

tion, test, and modeling of PDMS elastomers and fabrication457

of synthesized structures are described in Supporting Infor-458

mation Note S2-S4. Influence of small regions with PDMS 2459

on the response of Dsg. I and Dsg. IX - X are provided in460

Supporting Information S5. Extended investigations about 461

bilinear responses with long plateaus and trlinear responses 462

programmed with single material are provided in Supporting 463

Information Note S6 and S7, respectively. Technical details 464

about the proposed analytical nonlinear spring model are given 465

in Supporting Information Note S8. 466
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